This paper examines student–faculty communication by email and the lack of clear guidelines that leads to misuse of email in student–faculty interaction, whereby status-incongruent pragmatic markers are employed, resulting in impoliteness and inappropriateness. The main objective is to bridge the gap in research on other than requestive speech acts in this particular type of e-interaction, taking into account various pragmatic markers and cultural determinants of the subjects’ email communication styles. The main purpose of the study was to determine whether and to what degree the use of pragmatic markers by students is congruent with the English netiquette in this specific domain. Moreover, the aim was to investigate the relation of the usage of speech acts and pragmatic markers by students to politeness, as well as to cross-culturally compare the data obtained. The research questions were as follows: Which pragmatic markers distinguish students of different nationalities and in different university settings? What are other than requestive purposes for which students deploy email communication? Which pragmatic markers, in general, are associated with student–faculty email? Is there a correlation between the three countries represented in the corpus and (im)politeness based on the data found in all the emails? What are the implications of the study for computer-mediated language learning? The corpus consisted of 1,200 student–faculty emails written in an academic domain by university students from a German university, a Saudi Arabian university, and two Japanese universities (400 emails per country). The research method employed was of mixed qualitative-quantitative nature, with the focus on pragmatic analysis of speech acts with their illocutionary force and functions, as well as on...
their impact on the receiver (perlocution). It was determined that the impolite acts occurred most frequently in the corpus. This shows that students appear not to be aware of the role their email messages play in creating an impression on faculty and that structured instruction in email writing is required to improve the situation. The lack of pragmatic competence was found in all three groups of students, independent of the proficiency level and seniority; whereby explicit course guidance in email writing and its netiquette had a clear positive effect on the student–faculty interaction in terms of appropriateness and the level of politeness.

Introduction

The netiquette of institutionalised email communication between students and faculty in the higher-education setting, despite common usage nowadays, has not been defined sufficiently: there are no specific guidelines regarding form and style. There has also been relatively little research in the field (c.f., Biesenbach-Lucas, 2006). Moreover, most academic syllabi lack explicit instruction in email writing. Consequently, students, growing up in the instant messaging culture, are unsure how to (or not aware that they should) modify the content of their messages when addressing professors. They often seem unaware of the fact that their emails influence professors’ impressions of themselves and their academic achievements (c.f., Jessmer & Anderson, 2001).

This paper presents the results of an analysis of a corpus of 1,200 emails from non-native students communicating with their professor in English, focusing on the comparison of German, Saudi, and Japanese students’ messages in terms of such pragmatic markers as e-(im)politeness, directness/indirectness, distance/familiarity, forms of address, status appropriateness, style, purpose of communication, speech acts and their forces, as well as face management. The emails in the corpus range from standard (university-context) messaging related to a particular academic course to non-standard non-academic situations, such as personal emails from (former) students with a variety of attachments.

Email communication in university setting

Earlier research conducted since the 1990s already attested to the growing importance of email use for pedagogical and advisory purposes (Lowry, Koneman, Osman-Jouchoux, & Wilson, 1994; Partee, 1996; Poling, 1994; Romiszowski & de Haas, 1989). The educational focus seemed to be placed, however, on the application of technology rather than ‘appropriateness’ of use, or legal and ethical issues (Burns, 2006). Yet, email has become a crucial element of the communication process within higher education, although best practices are still being developed (Willis, 2005) and explicit instruction in effective email communication is often absent from course curricula (Burns, 2006).

For example, Gatz and Hirt (2000) investigated the influence of email on students’ academic and social integration in college. Based on an analysis of the frequency and content of the email communication of the participants in their study, they found that, despite the frequency of their email communication, it contributed very little to promoting academic and social integration in college. By contrast, other studies and scholarly publications suggest that email use has instructive value when it is used to enhance learning environments (Brotherton, 2001; Partee, 1996; Poling, 1994; Trathen & Moorman, 2001, Hui-Fang, 2005; Hassini, 2006). While this particular finding is not totally consistent in the research literature (Miller, 2001), it has been observed that email continues to be used with great
frequency in college classrooms and student affairs offices (Flowers, Pascarella, & Pierson, 2000; Kim & Keller, 2008; Iwasaki, 2008; Weiss & Hanson-Baldauf, 2008) to support student–student, student–faculty, as well as student–student affairs professional interactions. Nowadays, email appears to be one of the main modes of student–faculty communication. In Japan, it is the most convenient means of communication with professors, as students tend to avoid face-to-face contact. Thus, both faculty and student affairs professionals must continue to probe the relationship between the utilisation of this form of computer-mediated communication and student learning and development.

Student–faculty interactions in graduate school and the mentoring that may result from such interactions have been studied extensively in the research literature. Broadly defined, student–faculty interaction involves contact between a faculty member and graduate student and includes conversations and discussions related to course work and assignments, thesis writing progress, job search and professional development issues, as well as informal and social exchanges of information (Kartje, 1996; Tenenbaum, Crosby, & Gliner, 2001; Waldeck, Orrego, Plax, & Kearney, 1997). Overall, research indicates that graduate students who engage in this type of student–faculty interaction (e.g., mentoring) profit from the exchange (Davidson & Foster-Johnson, 2001; Gaia, Corts, Tatum, & Allen, 2003; Larke, Patitu, Webb-Johnson, & Young-Hawkins, 1999). The research examining effects of student–faculty interaction on undergraduate students also indicates that student–faculty interactions promote and enhance several positive educational and social outcomes for students (Chickering & Reisser, 1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; Huett, 2004; Weiss & Hanson-Baldauf, 2008).

Due to the lack of non-verbal context of the face-to-face communication and the relative brevity, email messages tend to become misinterpreted. This may also negatively affect the impression formation process (Jessmer & Anderson, 2001). Being an asynchronous medium, email tends to delay communication, which in turn may lead to misconstruction of the message (Burns, 2006). On the other hand, Calongne (2002) points out that due to the distance and lack of face-threatening context of direct communication, one can easily overcome inhibitions and ignore politeness conventions characteristic of face-to-face interaction (c.f. also Lewandowski & Harrington, 2006).

Looking at email communication from a different angle, Cheng and Beaumont (2004) and Lerchey and Paras (2000) stress the importance of effective email communication in professional/occupational context of the global workplace. There has not been much research done, however, on the potential of email to facilitate faculty-student interaction that would lead to improvement of the student success rate in terms of academic performance (cf. Duran et al., 2005, Malik, 2000; Weiss & Hanson-Baldauf, 2008). Flowers (2004) analyses the impact of email use on student–faculty interactions in higher education programmes. Taken as a whole, the data from this study suggests that higher education faculty at private institutions spend more time engaging in face-to-face communication with students than they do responding to student emails. By contrast, higher education faculty at public institutions reported spending more time providing individual instruction to graduate students than responding to email. They also reported spending less time advising students than they did responding to email. Punyanunt-Carter and Hemby (2006) investigate college students’ gender differences regarding email communication. Their findings reveal that males and females exhibit different perceptions and usage characteristics concerning their computer-mediated communication behaviour when emailing and using other forms of Internet-based interaction. Females reported that they were more likely to check their email and use shorthand in emails directed to a superior (such as a boss or
professor) compared to males. Males, on the other hand, reported that they were more likely to use emoticons regularly in emails and preferred emailing when they could not meet someone in person.

The analysis of the present corpus of emails sent both by female and male students in the German and Japanese co-educational university settings did not result in corroboration of the above observations. No particular gender differences were observed and neither German, nor Japanese students used emoticons in e-communication with faculty. The female Saudi students in the study (no male student data were obtained due to gender segregation in Saudi colleges), by contrast, frequently resorted to emoticons and other ways of expressing emotions and feelings (like rich text with colour, fancy font type and enlarged size) by means of email messages.

Research on speech acts in email communication

The seminal works in Speech Act theory came from the philosophers Austin (1962) and Searle (1969) who distinguished among representatives, directives, commissives, expressives and declarations, each with respective illocutionary forces. When we add politeness, representatives and commissives are inherently polite since their illocutionary point is to represent reality (e.g. state, report, assert, announce) and to create an obligation in the speaker, respectively (e.g., promise, offer, etc.). Expressives (e.g., thank, congratulate, praise, etc.) are also courteous and involve positive politeness. Directives (e.g., order, request, recommend, suggest) are inherently eliciting speech acts (Leech, 1983), their illocutionary point being defined as the speaker’s effort to get the hearer to do something. Orders or requests, aimed at influencing the hearer to perform an action for the speaker’s benefit belong to so-called impositives (Havertake, 1984). When the distance between speakers is reduced, directives are legitimate. Eliciting directives in which the result of the action is supposed to be primarily beneficial to the recipient, such as recommendations and invitations, are non-impositives (c.f. Pop, 2008).

The illocutionary force refers to the intention with which a given speech act is performed. The perlocutionary force, on the other hand, is related to the receiver/hearer, whose interpretation of the message is manifested by a specific behaviour or reaction; indicating that the act is recognised, but not necessarily matching the sender’s intentions.

Mildinhall and Noyes (2008) have developed a speech act model of email behaviour considering email interaction in terms of successions of speech acts, i.e. utterances which contain an intention directed toward the recipient. Due to its relatively asynchronous nature, email as a mode of communication is said to generate packets of speech acts that are longer than those used in face-to-face communication in order to ensure efficiency. The authors indicate that a ten-cluster system of email classification may represent a possible taxonomy of email intentions. Mildinhall and Noyes (ibid) further argue that the use of computer-mediated communication places constraints on the ability to generate utterances. In particular, the use of so-called grounding language behaviour (c.f. Clark & Brennan, 1991), such as acknowledgements and interjections tends to be limited. The lack of synchronicity naturally evokes a monologue style that consists of a unidirectional stream of several utterances. In order to adapt to this medium, communicators by necessity must develop a method of partitioning their speech acts. All in all, the authors conclude that an email culture has emerged with several implicit stereotypical ‘templates’ or conventions for email composition.
Lampert, Dale and Paris (2008) investigate the nature of requests and commitments in email messages, offering precise definitions for classifying requests and commitments, based on the concepts from Speech Act Theory (c.f., Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969; Leech, 1983; Havertake, 1984; Gu, 1990, 1992; Jackson & Stockwell, 1996; Sperber & Wilson, 1995, 2002). The specific surface realisations of requests and commitments in email are considered fuzzy. The paper contributes a well-grounded definitional basis for the classification of task-oriented speech acts in email. The overall goal is to create tools that assist email users by automatically detecting requests and commitments in incoming and outgoing email. This builds on the influential ideas proposed by Winograd and Flores (1986) to classify speech acts in email, with the focus on annotating speech acts at the message level (c.f., Khosravi & Wilks, 1999; Cohen, Carvalho & Mitchell, 2004; Leuski, 2004; Goldstein & Sabin, 2006). Like Corston-Oliver et al. (2004), Lampert et al. (2008) observe that a single email message may contain multiple requests and commitments on a range of tasks and topics. Along the same mode, Carvalho (2008) proposes the email act taxonomy with such speech acts as greeting, requesting, suggesting, committing, delivering, amending, refusing, and reminding.

Nastri, Peña, and Hancock (2006), on the other hand, focus on the study of the construction of away messages from the speech act analysis perspective. They encoded samples of naturally occurring speech using a modified version of the apology strategy typology outlined in the CCSARP Coding Manual for Apologies (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989, pp. 289-294). The modifications were made to capture several salient linguistic and pragmatic structures within their corpus, including the apology strategies as well as positive and negative politeness (c.f., e.g. Brown & Levinson, 1987). The authors also discuss different types of non-standard orthographic forms used in away messages. As commonly observed, online communication exhibits numerous examples of non-standard orthographic forms, such as abbreviations and acronyms (e.g., “FYI”, “LOL”), emoticons (e.g., “smileys”), intentional misspellings (e.g., “pleeeeeeaaaaazzzzzee!!!”), and non-standard uses of punctuation (e.g., -*sleeping*-) (c.f. Baron, 2004, 2010; Hancock, 2004a; Herring, 2004; Walther & D’Addario, 2001; Yates & Orlikowski, 1992). Consistent with Grice’s maxims of quantity (“Make your contribution as informative as required.” “Don’t make your contribution more informative than is required.”), and that of relevance (“Be relevant”), such non-standard forms have been assumed to minimise the cost of producing long textual utterances (c.f. Clark & Brennan, 1991; Herring, 2001).

The use of non-standard orthography has frequently been observed in text-based messaging when the cost of producing characters is particularly high (Grinter & Eldridge, 2001; Utz, 2000). These types of non-standard orthographic forms have been studied in various modes of text-based interactions, including instant messaging (e.g., Baron, 2004, 2010; Ling & Baron, 2007; Baron & Segerstad, 2010; Grinter & Eldridge, 2001; Hancock, 2004b), Internet Relay Chat (Werry, 1996), and SMS (Thurlow, 2003).

It is worth noting that most pragmatic studies on email interaction deal with requests only (c.f. Biesenbach-Lucas, 2006; Economidou-Kogetsidis, 2011; Zhu, 2012). One of the few studies that focus on other than requestive speech acts and pragmatic markers is that of Akkaya (2007). It investigates student-teacher interaction via email in relation to nationality, gender, and status differences with reference to the use of pragmatic markers in an academic context.
Research objective, research questions, and limitations of the study

This pragmatic study addresses the gap in research on other than requestive speech acts in student–faculty email interaction, also taking into account various pragmatic markers and cultural determinants of the subjects’ email communication styles. Most studies to date have focused mainly on native English speakers as subjects, or – rarely – on a comparison between native and non-native speakers of English (Akkaya, 2007), or on speakers of English of one non-native origin (cf, e.g., Economidou-Koggesis, 2011; Zhu, 2012; Najeeb, Maros, & Nor, 2012); and not on a cross-cultural comparison between non-native speakers. This study also addresses the need for clear norms and rules of pragmatic appropriateness to be specified for this type of e-communication. The mixed qualitative-quantitative analysis is based on an original data corpus, and not on some hypotheses, assumptions, or task-based situations (see e.g. Zhu, 2012).

The main purpose of the study was to examine the student–faculty interaction via email and to determine whether and to what degree the use of pragmatic markers by students is congruent with the netiquette in English in this specific domain. Moreover, the aim was to investigate the relation of the usage of speech acts and pragmatic markers by students to politeness, as well as to cross-culturally compare the data obtained.

The following research questions were formulated to guide my investigation:
1. Which pragmatic markers distinguish students of different nationalities (mostly German, Saudi Arabian and Japanese) and in different university settings?
2. What are the different purposes for which students deploy email communication?
3. Which pragmatic markers are associated with student–faculty email interaction in general?
4. Is there a correlation between the three countries represented in the corpus and (im)politeness based on the data found in all the emails?
5. What are the implications of the study for computer-mediated language learning?

There are a couple of limitations to the present study. Firstly; the emails in the corpus were mostly addressed to the author, apart from the Japanese corpus, where there were two recipients. Secondly, the study was initiated without any particular statistical analysis in mind. Therefore, in future research, more quantifiable data should be collected and comparable variables employed.

Corpus

The present analysis is based on a corpus of 1,200 student–faculty emails written in an academic domain by university students from a German university, a Saudi Arabian university, and two Japanese universities. The students from the German university were mostly German under-, graduate- and post-graduate students, with some representing other nationalities (such as French, Spanish, Polish, Russian, Chinese or Singaporean) and their age ranged from 19–27. As for the Saudi university, the subjects were predominantly undergraduate students of Saudi origin, with a few exceptions of other nationalities, although most of them born in Saudi Arabia (Palestinian, Jordanian, Syrian, or Pakistani students), aged 18–27. They were all undergraduates, due to the fact that only bachelor programmes were offered at the time of my research in the so-called “women’s college.” However, since many students there tend to study on an extensive basis, i.e. for seven years or longer; in
The majority (the minority being graduate students) of the Japanese students were undergraduates (aged 18–22), predominantly of Japanese nationality (with a few international students from China, Vietnam, and Sri Lanka).

All the students were non-native speakers of English, with the proficiency ranging from lower intermediate to advanced, communicating with the faculty in English in the context of higher education. Most of the messages were addressed to the researcher (except for one part of the Japanese emails), who knew the students personally (via frequent and direct face-to-face contact). The close personal contact with most of the student subjects over a period of time facilitated the analysis of the students’ communicative intentions (illocutionary force), sometimes awkwardly expressed in writing (hence no guesswork was involved in the coding of speech acts, etc.).

The data were collected over the period of six years. The extracts from the emails quoted anonymously below illustrate certain characteristic stylistic, sociolinguistic, and pragmatic features that are representative of a respective cultural and institutional setting, pointing out similarities and differences between German, Saudi, and Japanese student–faculty email interaction.

The data were analysed and coded within the framework of speech act theory (Austin 1962, Searle 1979, & Leech 1983; Havertake, 1984; Gu, 1990,1992; Jackson & Stockwell, 1996) and the Politeness Principle (Leech 1983), in particular the Approbation Maxim and the Tact Maxim and their illocutionary acts and functions, with the focus placed on impositives. In this mixed qualitative and quantitative analysis I also drew upon the theories of (im/over)politeness (e.g., Culpeper, 1996; Watts, 2003; Bousfield & Locher, 2008; Danielewicz-Betz & Mamidi, 2010; and Haugh, 2007) and face management (e.g., Ting-Toomey, 2005), making use of such parameters as directness/indirectness, power distance/familiarity, forms of address, status appropriateness, and the style employed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Total number</th>
<th>Age range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>19–27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>18–27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>18–22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Illocutionary acts and perlocutionary functions used for coding

Leech’s (1983) maxims of politeness tend to correspond to certain acts, as illustrated below:

a. Tact Maxim (in impositives and commissives);

b. Generosity Maxim (in impositives and commissives);

c. Approbation Maxim (in expressives and assertives);

d. Modesty Maxim (in expressives and assertives);

e. Agreement Maxim (in assertives);

f. Sympathy Maxim (in assertives).

Searle’s (1979) categories of illocutionary acts (excluding declarations which are irrelevant to the analysis of the data in question) as well as a variety of illocutionary function, taking
politeness into account, (c.f. Leech, 1983, pp. 104–106) were applied to classify the Saudi, German, and Japanese email data, as discussed in the results section.

As for the perlocutionary force, i.e. the effect of the email content on the faculty, the student requests in the data analysed in most cases appear impolite due to the nature of the request. Students are not, for instance, supposed to request detailed information pertaining to exams or press the faculty for any kind of information for that matter. This naturally results in annoyance and irritation on the part of the faculty, whereby imposition is high when students overstep the mark.

Reminders prompted by the faculty trigger off a rather neutral reaction. In other cases, when the students take over the initiative of reminding in their own interest, this may turn into an impolite imposition of their demands. Generally speaking, by getting the faculty to do something, students tend to persuade, irritate, distract, annoy, but also sometimes amuse the addressee.

The impositives in the present data were coded applying Leech’s classification (c.f. Leech, 1983: 119-121) as follows:

a. The imperative – the most direct form of imposition, direct command (tactless, risk of disobedience) – the “Give me a higher grade” category.

b. A proposition – “I want you to give me a higher grade.”

c. Request forms – “Will you give me a higher grade?”, “Are you willing to give me a higher grade?”, “Can you give me a higher grade?”

d. Making the implication of an impositive even more remote by using tentative or negatively biased items: “Could you possibly give me a higher grade?”; “Would you mind giving me a higher grade?”

It must be noted, however, that such tentative and hedged impositives are extremely rare in the present data, the following examples serving as exceptions:

I’m writing to see if you could kindly write me a letter of recommendation.

I was wondering if you can redo the exam for me after the vacation.

May you kindly send us clearer hints.

Overall, the present analysis offers corroboration of other research results reporting that non-native speakers use more direct, higher in imposition requests and fewer mitigations (c.f., Blum-Kulka, House & Kasper, 1989, Bardovi-Harlig, 1996 & Biesenbach-Lucas, 2007). Leech’s Approbation Maxim states that one should minimise dispraise of other and maximise praise of other. Sincere approbation dictates that one is to “avoid saying unpleasant things about others and more particularly about the hearer” (c.f. Leech, 1983, pp. 135-136).

Unlike in the German or Japanese cultures, appreciating and praising is very common in the Arab cultures. Therefore, it is also reflected in the students’ messages, whereby the following acts are frequently performed:

�� Appreciating the faculty’s professional efforts;
�� Praising the faculty’s abilities as a teacher;
�� Appreciating the faculty as a person;
�� Praising the faculty as a teacher.

In congruence with the norms of Saudi/Arab culture (c.f. Danielewicz-Betz & Mamidi, 2010), the Saudi emails in the present corpus frequently exhibit the illocutionary force of
flattery rather than mere approbation, whereby the sincere intentions of the author might be questioned and a hidden agenda suspected, as shown below:

First i would like to thank you for all what you’ve done to us during this semester, I’m sure there is not other teacher would do the 1% of what u did to help us improve in our courses...

I am really glad and honored than i took those courses with you, and I am really honored to meet an understanding person like you... and I am really looking forward to take other courses with u next semester....

In such cases, the perlocutionary force depends on the timing of the appreciation and praise (e.g., before or after the announcement of the final results), i.e. whether an ulterior motive of self-gain is involved or not.

E-politeness and netiquette

With respect to e-politeness, Lambert Graham (2007) explores how expectations of (im)politeness are negotiated within an email community. The communicative practices in such a community indicate that the norms for interaction (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 1999, Lavé & Wenger, 1991 and Holmes & Meyerhoff, 1999) merge with the norms of (polite) interaction within the computer-mediated communication to create a unique set of expectations for what constitutes polite behaviour. Deviation from the norms frequently results in conflict, but negotiation of norms of politeness is said to give group members an opportunity to (re)negotiate the in-group identity.

In student–faculty communication, polite emails are expected to reflect greater formality; they should therefore be status-congruent or at least status-appropriate; they should also exhibit indirectness rather than directness, as well as lexical and syntactic strategies aimed at mitigating the imposing force (Bieserbach-Lucas, 2006). Overall, students ought to use language that reflects their lower institutional status and the faculty’s higher institutional status, on the other hand.

Both the German and Saudi (but also some Jordanian, Pakistani, Palestinian, and Japanese) students come across as impolite at times in their email messages. It seems, however, that in most cases their being impolite or even rude is unintentional, originating mostly either from their English language improficiency, negative pragmatic transfer (Kasper & Ross, 1996; Franch, 1998; Žegarac & Pennington, 2000), or cultural background (Germans being more direct, for example; using fewer hedging strategies and ‘politic expressions’; and Saudis exhibiting high social status). Japanese students may – mostly unintentionally – appear impolite as well due to their lack of linguistic and pragmatic competence in English. In other cases, students tend to be just sloppy in their expression, clicking on the “send” button too hastily or simply not finding it important enough to check certain essential facts, like the faculty’s academic title, correct name, or the exact course title.

Japanese students tend to be, on average, more polite, especially when explicitly instructed about ‘dos and don’ts’ of academic email writing. Therefore, in most cases the form of address is appropriate and the subject is specified (although mostly imprecisely). What may be missing and requires to be monitored is the full identification by a student’s name, the course code, and the section number rather than merely by the ID number. Students need to realise that their lack of email response on occasions when it is definitely required also contributes to e-impoliteness.
All in all, most students’ emails exhibit at least certain level of e-impoliteness (c.f. Culpeper, 1996 and 2008; Bousfield, 2008; Locher, 2010). Boxer (2002a) also points out that issuing directives, setting expectations, or determining whether work for a given assignment is sufficient/complete are not examples of status-congruent language functions for students, yet students resort to such strategies attempting to achieve what they want by any means. The constraints in academic use of email are less clearly defined than those of face-to-face communication with faculty.

According to Baron (2002; 2010), contemporary email etiquette draws on convenience and social convention that may be appropriate in other contexts, but not in the university setting. Therefore determining stylistic conventions for appropriate email use may pose difficulties. Similarly, conveying humour or sarcasm (culturally-specific anyway), for instance, may be rendered unsuccessful, not only because of the lack of contextual cues, but primarily due to egocentric qualities of the author, taking it for granted that the recipient will decode the intention of the message (often without correct punctuation or grammar), whereby the possibility of negative impact on perception of the sender is not properly considered. This is pointed out by Burns (2006), who warns that incorrect use of email can affect one’s academic career in a negative way; Lewandowski and Harrington (2006) suggest that a given email communication style (e.g., frequent use of so-called stylistic short-hand) may create perceptual bias towards the author. Moreover, professors who have limited means of observing or assessing student academic effort, which nevertheless has important implications for grading, may make judgements about students and infer personality traits from their emails (c.f. Grill, Oberlander, & Austin, 2006).

Furthermore, in relation to politeness, Jessmer and Anderson (2001) look at requests and their influence on the perception of the email author. Those who write polite requests are said to be perceived as more competent, friendly, likeable, hence prompting cooperation on the part of the email recipient. Polite email behaviour can, however, lead to overpoliteness (exhibited in the Saudi students’ emails and, sporadically, in the Japanese ones), which, according to Charman-Anderson (2008), is not a kind of behaviour that is easy to change because of being rooted in the fear of social humiliation, or of accidentally insulting or upsetting someone else. All in all, a set of rules for what constitutes polite email behaviour requires negotiation since it is very time-consuming to be excessively polite. Much time may be invested in thinking how to phrase a given piece of information without it sounding abrupt and harsh. Email is a difficult communication medium, and many people cause more problems than they intend because they fail to consider how their words might be misread.

Netiquette (i.e. “net etiquette”) is a set of social conventions that constitute the correct or acceptable way of communicating on the Internet that facilitate interaction, ranging from email to blogs, online chat, news groups and forums. Good netiquette involves respecting others’ privacy and not doing anything online that will annoy or frustrate other people. Like many Internet phenomena, the concept and its application remain in a state of flux, and vary from community to community. Regarding email, the scarce guidelines, mostly found on the Internet, call for the use of unabbreviated language and avoidance of typing in all caps, which is considered to be the equivalent of shouting or yelling (often ignored by the students in the Saudi sample). Flynn and Flynn (2000) examine a number of strategies for sharpening one’s netiquette, claiming that the toughest part of communicating effectively over email is the lack of usual set of communication tools such as facial expressions and the tone of voice. By resorting to emoticons one can enhance emotion in messages to a certain degree. These, however, when overused, may lead to impolite impression.
Even when in a hurry, one can remain polite by resorting to standard abbreviations and shorthand.

Certain acronyms and abbreviations, such as “fyi”, “cc”, or “re”, are part of accepted netiquette and hence perceived as polite. Students, however, do not seem to be concerned about the net protocol too much and click the “send” button without asking themselves whether they would actually say the same in face-to-face interaction, or how they would feel upon reception of such a message. In this mode, Shea (2006) proposes ten core rules of netiquette, including the one about asking oneself the question: “Would I say this to the person’s face?”, as well as being polite among others by not posting any flame-baits, using non-offensive language, and sounding generally non-confrontational.

On the whole, to my knowledge, there has not been much literature available on netiquette (Hafner, 1998; Baron, 2002; Flynn & Flynn, 1998/2003; Thompson & Lloyd, 2002), and even less specifically applied to the academic domain.

Perceptions of what may be considered appropriate or inappropriate may differ cross-culturally. Nevertheless, the context of academic setting reduces the differences in terms of certain universal expectations that professors, for that matter, have of students who contact them by email. As Biesenbach-Lucas (2006, p. 5) notes, referring to the statements made previously by Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford (1990, 1993) and Boxer (2002a): “students must behave and use language in status-congruent, or status-appropriate, ways; that is, students must do the sorts of things students are expected to do and must use language that properly acknowledges their own lower institutional status and faculty’s higher institutional status. For example, issuing directives, setting expectations, or determining whether or not work done has been sufficient, do not serve as examples of status-congruent language functions for students”.

Students’ emails become generally inappropriate and impolite when they cross the line between academic and private settings and/or impose on the faculty’s privacy. Such emails include those asking the faculty to join a particular chat room or other Internet platform (e.g., a dating one). Especially the Saudi subjects tend to send private emails to a mailing group of recipients (mostly friends and fellow students), in which they include the faculty, forwarding all kinds of jokes (including those on taboo topics), pictures, and other attachments, as well as using fancy font types and colours.

The results of the present study corroborate Cecchetto and Stroinska’s (2009) observation that emails from students to faculty members often violate the norms of what is considered polite or even appropriate in academic settings, from the form of address to the form of the greeting and closing. The choice of register, grammatical incorrectness and lexical selections all contribute to the general impression of an inappropriate manner of communication; leaving the addressee with impression of rudeness. Consequently, students may have to pay a price for their lack of e-communication skills as professors may be less accommodating to someone who, in their opinion, was impolite.

E-communication may more or less intentionally trigger off negative reactions and, consequently, lead to friction between interlocutors. Students, familiar with informal type of online communication among peers, frequently do not take the effort to “groom” their style when addressing their professors via email. Therefore, Duran et al. (2005) pose a question whether email is an appropriate form of communication within academic settings. As Wills (2004) points out, email can provide a false sense of security encouraging expression of unmonitored ideas or a kind of tone that would never be used face-to-face. Graboski (2006) refers to impolite emails as “lazy emails” that are disrespectful and can adversely
affect a student’s image in the eyes of their teacher. It is not only that students tend to be casual; they also write things that they would never say otherwise. Typically, such “lazy emails” would be sent without a salutation (no greeting), students would ask for information about a missed class; use excessive abbreviations, unconventional punctuation (e.g., multiplied exclamation marks that read like yelling), with the whole message sometimes typed entirely in lower case. In extreme cases of e-impoliteness, the emails sound whiny and are annoying, especially when demanding information already available. In many cases such emails are short of being offensive, portraying a given student in a negative light.

Those students who address their instructors with the first name and are sloppier in their emails tend to be more senior, hence they assume more entitlement. The sloppy style is very much influenced by instant messaging and texting. On many occasions, those students have not been explicitly instructed how to interact with their professors.

Judged from the style, manner, and tone employed, one may conclude that students do not always distinguish between emails sent to friends and to teachers. They are uncertain about the email etiquette and do not observe the rules of power distance and hierarchy in written communication. Their emails exhibit impolite tone; inappropriate salutations, abbreviations, grammar and spelling mistakes, as well as complaints (see Bieserbach-Lucas, 2006; Glater, 2006). Glater (2006) also points out that the boundaries that are used to keep students at a healthy distance have been erased. The times when communicating with professors was only possible face-to-face during a weekly office hour are over.

What I find particularly impolite is sending an attachment with a homework assignment without any greeting, not even a one-liner, nor a signature, whereby there is no way to identify the student based on the email account. The same applies to urgent-sounding emails sent over the weekend demanding an immediate response, with follow-up messages sent when one does not respond straight away (but often failing to respond oneself once a favour was granted). Impolite emails also include complaints and unreasonable requests (e.g., to provide detailed information about an exam).

Discussion and findings

In the following section the results of the study are discussed with respect to power/solidarity dimension, degree of deference, distance, familiarity, as well as degree of indirectness /directness and politeness. It appears that the apparent age of the faculty, together with the degree of approachability, flexibility and friendly attitude; seem to play a role in students’ decision regarding the level of power distance, familiarity or directness. Students tend to build up more rapport and, consequently, become more familiar with flexible (and less hierarchical) faculty members, treating them as friends rather than representatives of authority. With time, the degree of familiarity may well increase, with students opening up to such an extent as to start sending emails that are unrelated to academic matters, such as personal information, pictures, jokes and all sorts of attachments typically circulated in mailing lists. The problem arises, however, that back in the university setting, when it comes to the assessment of academic performance, the impression of a given student may become (negatively) affected by their overall email style.

As mentioned before, it has been observed that non-native students frequently fail to use mitigations, characteristic of native speaker messages (c.f. e.g. Blum-Kulka, House & Kasper, 1989, Bardovi-Harlig, 1996 and Biesenbach-Lucas, 2007). Non-native students, especially the Saudi students in the present corpus, tend to be very direct, getting to the point straight
away ("I want"), using imperatives ("don't include that type of questions"), intensifiers, and aggravating moves (expressing threats and dissatisfaction, stressing urgency), thus minimising the student–faculty power distance, and creating specific sense of urgency ("asap", "right now"). Moreover, the claim that non-native students generally use “please” marked as having “requestive force” (c.f. Blum-Kulka & Levenston, 1987; Biesenbach-Lucas, 2007) has also been corroborated in the present study, as the following example shows:

now......give me an A in the final exam tooo PLEESEEASEeee...i need it

Looking forward to seeing the straight As in my transcript

In my German, Saudi, and Japanese data, requests, although frequent in number, constitute only one of the email speech acts performed by the students in their messages to professors (for the complete list of the speech acts found in the corpus, see Appendix A). Yet, as said before, most of the recent studies have solely focused on student requests (e.g., Biesenbach-Lucas, 2007; Economidou-Kogetsidis, 2011; Zhu, 2012; Najeeb, Maros, & Nor, 2012). The present findings are partly supported by the results of a study of email requests from native speakers of different varieties of English by Merrison, Davies, Haugh, and Wilson (2009). The authors call for more attention to be paid to differences in pragmatics across varieties of English. The main differences detected in the study consider ‘doing deference’ (more directness, less implicitness, less contingency, fewer uses of professional titles), accounting (especially providing 3rd-party accounts), claiming identity of a ‘good’ student/person (doing fewer “but-justifications”), giving virtual ‘gifts’ (fewer apologies, appreciations, other other-oriented face work), as well as “doing other closeness” (more claims to communal/personal common ground, more self disclosure, more aggravators). It has been found that British students tend to treat academic staff in loco parents, whereas Australian students treat academic staff more as equals.

One can say that, generally speaking, German students tend to treat academic staff as representatives of the university system who are there to assist them. As for Saudi students, there are several roles that faculty should perform in their opinion, such as in loco parentis, consultants, counsellors, personal tutors, and the like. On the whole, however, Saudi students may treat academic staff, especially foreign faculty, as friends or even soul mates to be confided in:

I learned and improved a lot, and I didn’t only get to meet a good teacher but a good friend too.

As for the Japanese students, their professors – sensei – are mostly treated as the sources of authority, answer-providers, and advice-providers:

I have a question, would you answer me for my question?

How do you think Japanese students can respond as soon as possible to English question?

Would you tell me the question when you are not busy?

The results of the present analysis do not corroborate the thesis posed by Biesenbach-Lucas (2007), Bou-Franch and Lorenzo-Dus (2005), Chi-Fen (2006), as well as Duthler (2006) that students, in general, write more formal emails to professors and that politeness evidence has been detected in student–faculty emails. The German-Saudi-Japanese corpus points to the contrary, with the exception of so-called “assignment emails”, where students are guided and instructed to specifically practise formal (business) email communication. The
Japanese students are very quiet in class: they hardly ever speak and have to be prompted to communicate in writing. But when it comes to making sure that (especially late) assignments have been received and marked, or a satisfactory grade allocated, they can be very communicative indeed, sending frequent (also follow-up) emails and using a rather high level of imposition:

*I can go to the following grade by 2 more points. Please give me 2 more points!*

*This is my new presentation. You’re urged to have my presentation corrected.*

On the whole, however, Japanese messages follow a certain pattern, as this typical example illustrates:

Subject: About _________

Dear Prof. /name/

I’m _________ /first and second name/

I cannot submit homework listening assignment (Class 10: Multimedia language learning).

I forgot submit this assignment and was doing part-time job.

If you don’t mind it, could you allow me to submit this assignment?

Best Regards,

__________ /student ID number/

___________ / first and second name/

---

**Table 2: Coding categories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status- and power-distance congruent forms of address</td>
<td>Exaggerated positive politeness strategies, over-politeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional greetings</td>
<td>Personal content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject specification</td>
<td>Breach of high power distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional indirectness markers</td>
<td>Status incongruent forms of address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedged requests</td>
<td>Lack of conventional greeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative politeness strategy</td>
<td>No subject specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification and justification of the email purpose</td>
<td>High level of directness: imperatives, directives, expressives, ‘want’ statements, expectation statements, aggravators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal, written style</td>
<td>Lack of sincerity (‘hidden agenda’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low overall imposition</td>
<td>Informal, spoken or instant messaging style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional orthography and punctuation</td>
<td>High overall imposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain text design</td>
<td>Non-standard orthography and punctuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sincere intention</td>
<td>Emoticons and rich text design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author identification</td>
<td>Non-identification of author</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coding and statistical analysis

The coding categories used in the qualitative analysis of the present corpus are summarised in table 2 above. They were used when judging a given email ‘appropriateness’ and domain congruency. The coding categories were classified on a politeness and appropriateness scale from high to low.

Disregarding the distribution across the three countries, the frequency of occurrence of the main types of speech act categories, with their respective functions, looks as follows:

Table 3: Total number of speech acts and functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech Act Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assertive – Collaborative</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directives/impositives – Competitive</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissives – Convivial</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressives – Convivial</td>
<td>587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressives – Conflictive</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As one can see, the directives/impositives – competitive acts are the most frequent, followed by expressives – convivial.

Figure 1. Frequency of the five types of speech acts in total data

Figure 2 shows the frequency of occurrence of all the five illocutionary acts and functions, as distributed across the three countries in question.
From the table listing all the illocutionary acts and functions, as related to politeness, we can calculate the following figures:

Discourteous/Impolite acts: 862
Polite acts: 660
Neutral politeness: 278

Table 3: Speech act frequency (Germany, Saudi Arabia, and Japan) as related to politeness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illocutionary act – function</th>
<th>In Saudi emails</th>
<th>In German emails</th>
<th>In Japanese emails</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assertive – Collaborative – neutral politeness</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directives/impositives – Competitive – negative politeness/discourteous goal</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissives – Convivial – intrinsically polite, positive politeness, courteous goal</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressives – Convivial – intrinsically polite, courteous goal</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionably polite:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressing concern (124)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressing panic, self-doubt (37)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worrying (48)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– discourteous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressives - Confictive – intrinsically impolite, discourteous goal to cause offence</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This translates into the politeness figures across the three countries in question, as depicted in Table 4 below.

Table 4: Total number of speech acts across the three countries in relation to politeness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State of politeness</th>
<th>Saudi Arabia</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Japan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polite</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impolite</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, on the basis of the frequency of polite, neutral, and impolite acts, we can calculate the mean and standard deviation values (see table 5).

Table 5: Mean and standard deviation in relation to politeness across the three countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Saudi Arabia</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Japan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polite</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impolite</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1146</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I looked for a correlation between the three countries represented in the corpus and (im)politeness based on the data found in all emails, whereby one politeness variable or value can occur more than one time in one email. The total number of emails was 400 for each country.

The null hypothesis (H0) is that the country/culture has no influence on the state of politeness.

The calculated value of Chi-squared is 250.29. For the 3×3 matrix the degree of freedom is 4. The tabular value for Chi-squared with a significance of $p = 0.05$ is 9.49. So, the obtained value of Chi-squared is significant (actually very significant) and we can conclude that the null hypothesis does not apply. Hence it can be seen that the countries examined have a strong influence on the state of politeness, which was to be expected. The present analysis requires further elaboration.

In order to better understand the figures above, it has to be explained that although the total number of emails per country amounts to 400, due to multiplicity of speech acts within one email, several speech acts with numerous illocutionary forces may occur per single email, as illustrated below:

Good morning – GREETING
Ms. ____ how are you?
and how is your daughter? how does she do? tell me about her is she ok now?
I hope she is good and feels comfortable. – INQUIRING ABOUT WELL-BEING / SMALL TALK
in this email I want to tell you that I will travel now :( – INFORMING
and I want you again to apologize me that I could not attend the exam
really I am sorry for that I do not want to miss the exam – APOLOGISING
but what can I do :( my situation force me to miss the exam – EXCUSING
and I want to thank you for your kindness :$ – THANKING
I will miss you and your classes :) – MISSING, EXPRESSING EMOTIONS
have a nice vacation :) – WISHING

No particular gender differences were observed along the pragmatic parameters taken into
consideration in the present study between female and male senders of the email messages
in the German and Japanese academic settings. The Saudi respondents were all female. The
role of gender was not, however, part of the main investigation. In a future study, more
attention will be paid to gender characteristics, addressing such questions as to what extent
gender plays a role in e-communication. Aside from teacher-learner relations, are there any
male-female relations present, or any other positions that could be intrinsically important?

As for the student identification, typically, the Saudi students use nickname usernames.
They frequently send unsigned emails with assignment or test-related queries. The Japanese
students mostly use their university accounts that only reveal a student’s ID number. Some
may occasionally send out a message from a private account, apologising for this fact.
German students tend to write at least a one-liner when attaching an assignment and
mostly sign their emails. Most Saudi students and some Japanese students (although there
is a notable difference between the first year students and those who have received some
explicit instruction on email writing) in the corpus send their assignments without signing
the email, leaving it to the faculty to guess who it is from.

Commonly, in their emails, the German students do not refer precisely to the course
attended, using a general term ‘business English’, for example, despite explicit instruction
in this matter at the beginning of each course. The Saudi and Japanese students, by contrast,
usually make precise reference to the course, if not the course section.

Interestingly enough, some German students address faculty by the surname (Mrs/Mr X), some (very rarely) by the academic title and the surname, others by the first name only.
Some students do not even know the faculty’s name and may choose to guess the name
on the basis of the email account. Despite the hierarchical, high-power distance cultural
characteristics, demonstrated in the importance of titles in Germany, students rarely use
the status-congruent faculty’s academic title – or, rather, seem ignorant of it. The Saudi
students address their faculty by the academic title followed by the first name (e.g., “Doctor
Hala”) or by Ms followed by the first name (e.g., “Ms Christine”) or just by “Miss”. As for
the Japanese students, they mostly abide by the official “professor” or “sensei” in Japanese,
followed by the surname form of address, although “Prof. + the first name”, “Dr + the sur-
name or first name”, or even the first name forms of address do occur. They may also, on
some occasions, omit the salutation altogether.

High power distance, low solidarity, and low familiarity are predominantly exhibited
by the German and Japanese students. The Saudi culture, on the other hand, commands
a somehow mixed status of the faculty as a respected person of higher status, on the one
hand, with solidarity and familiarity overlapping with high power distance to the point that a favourite faculty member may be treated as a friend to be confided in.

There are also differences observed in relation to the degree of directness. The German students, due to their cultural background, L1 interference, and the lack of pragmatic competence in English; and the Japanese students due to their comparably low proficiency in English, neither use mitigators nor hedges. Additionally, the Germans frequently get a rather plain and blunt message across; expressing their opinions in a very direct way. This also involves signals of disagreement and expressing negation without hesitation. The way the Saudi students express directness and familiarity is rather related to their public demonstration of emotions: a successful message means getting one’s problems ‘off the chest’ and conveying the message through the heart (hence many heart emoticons, rich text design with a bright colour background, and the like).

As for the perceived imposition and breach of netiquette, in principle, the German students in the study do not negotiate their grades, especially via email. They never send emails enquiring about the final grade, unless they have a justified reason to do so (such as a transcript for a study abroad or an internship). If at all, they do so only to find out whether the grades are available yet. Some exchange student enquiries may sound more urgent due to the fact that their stay is usually limited to one semester and there is a deadline to be observed. The Japanese students may in cases of failing a course, although rarely, resort to direct impository attempts at improving the grade at the last minute. The Saudi students, by contrast, frequently challenge their grades using directives and an imposing tone. Being embedded in a specific cultural context, however, the impositions (threats, demand, or emotional appeals) cannot always be perceived at their face value.

The German students hardly ever and the Japanese ones never ask for so-called ‘exam hints’ (a phrased commonly used by the Saudi subjects) and definitely do not request answers to the questions that may occur in the test. Communicating with a faculty shortly before the exam is not a norm in Germany (although exceptions may occur before an important state exam). Unlike the Saudi students, the Germans do not dare enquire directly what questions they may expect in the exam and it is usually sufficient for them to know the type of questions and the overall scope of the exam. The Japanese students do not ask such questions at all; they may only wish to reassure themselves as to the place and time of the exam. Overall, they send email to faculty members rather reluctantly, mostly when this is in their interest and when otherwise they would be somehow disadvantaged.

The German students usually send (repeated in ‘urgent cases’) academic requests, e.g. regarding a letter of recommendation or proofreading their job applications. Unfortunately, some of them do not consider it necessary to thank for the favour afterwards, simply taking it for granted. The German students also typically request information about a course or enrolment procedure; they may also ask for a course script, a language certificate, or for their exam papers to be graded ahead of the results deadline. Apologising (also in advance) for missing a class, hedged e.g. with a complement about a previous class and/or expression of regret/excuse for not being able to attend a class – is relatively common within the German academic context, but rather rare with the Saudi students in my data.

The levels of imposition are illustrated in Figure 3 below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOW</th>
<th>HIGH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>asking questions/queries</td>
<td>submitting late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seeking advice</td>
<td>making sure that late assignments are accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enquiring</td>
<td>apologising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requesting</td>
<td>committing oneself to future action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demanding</td>
<td>touching base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pleading</td>
<td>praising/appreciating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thanking</td>
<td>vowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>submitting assignments (timely)</td>
<td>begging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>submitting late</td>
<td>expressing concern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>making sure that late assignments are accepted</td>
<td>worrying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apologising</td>
<td>expressing self-doubt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>committing oneself to future action</td>
<td>expressing panic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>touching base</td>
<td>expressing emotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>praising/appreciating</td>
<td>reminding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>promising</td>
<td>complaining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowing</td>
<td>accusing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Levels of imposition

**Face management**

*Ooh miss please don’t make me feel bad! I was just telling my mother that the only class I was so sad for missing is the sociolinguistic class.*

The concept of face is crucial both in the Saudi (c.f. Danielewicz-Betz & Mamidi, 2009, 2010) and Japanese cultures (e.g., Matsumoto, 1988; Haugh, 2005). Hence, it is common for the Saudi students to take utmost measures not to lose face in interaction with others. Interestingly enough, somehow in the process of managing their own face, they neglect the face needs of the faculty they address and, consequently, may perform face threatening acts (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Ting-Toomey, 1988; Simmons, 1994), as the following example show:

* I really feel sad that you thought i am liar ...if i am lair i wont did any thing that promise i will do it before..... when i told you i will do another research i did it when i told you i will take the exam the next day i did it and even when i told you i will did the presentation i mean it and i came to you office .... if you don’t know me ask all the Teachers who taught me if i am fier or not ..Dr._____ i have a good repetition in the university and i know all of my teachers love me and i appreciate them a lot even you ..really Dr you harm my feeling .

As for the German students, when writing in English, they mostly sound rather polite and do not threaten the faculty’s face. The tone may change, however, once they switch to German, as demonstrated by the following example:

* wie bereits besprochen, habe ich heute mein Zertifikat im Fremdsprachenzentrum abgeholt.*
Leider wurde dieses Zertifikat lediglich mit der Note 3+ benotet. Da der mündliche Vortrag am Montag von Frau ____ (schriftliche Leistung: 3−) und von mir zu jeweils gleichen Teilen vorbereitet wurde, ist es mir nicht verständlich, weshalb es mir nicht möglich war, ebenfalls die endgültige Note 2− zu erreichen. Ich bitte Sie höflichst um eine kurze Stellungnahme.

As discussed before, I have collected my certificate from the foreign language centre today. Unfortunately, the grade on the certificate is a C+. Since I gave a presentation last Monday together with Ms ____ (written result: C−) and equally contributed toward the preparation of it, I cannot understand why it’s not possible for me (as for her) to obtain a B− as the final grade. I ask you politely for a comment regarding this.

The Saudi data is richer in this respect: students will use any persuasive tactic, including face threatening impositions to achieve what they want, especially before an exam or when it comes to negotiating grades:

I passed by ur office on Wed but u weren’t there!!

plz we don’t want comparing/give the difference between two things because it’s hard.

I just missed one mark on the participation so may you kindly add the rest to something else. Please please pleaseeeeeeeeee Dr, I’m really concerned and I don’t want that to affect my GPA, I’d study the entire book if I had the chance just to prove that I care N I take ur course seriously !!!!

Surprisingly enough, the Japanese students do use face-threatening acts, although sporadically, whereby the question arises whether this is done on purpose or rather reflects their lack of English (pragmatic and stylistic) proficiency:

Hello, I think I’ve find something fishy about your moodle web site, and I decided to send this email.

(…) Did you do this on purpose, or by just a mistake?

I don’t even want to think about spending money for webcam or something like that. I SERIOUSLY want to avoid uploading video to the internet, no matter how safe anyone say. I can’t understand why I have to do such things for just an assignment. This make me really, REALLY, upset. If you can, please avoid using this type of assignment from now on. Sorry for the rude attitude, but I think this must never be happened again. This assignment made my feelings very unpleasant.

As for orthography and punctuation style, the Saudi students use distinctly more non-standard spelling and punctuation marks, combined with excessive emoticons, and rich text design (vivid colours, unusual fonts and font size). The German and Japanese students, by contrast, do not use emoticons or non-standard spelling and punctuation style.

Contrary to the Saudi students, the Germans never make reference to personal matters, and only on exceptional occasions provide excuses related to family problems. Their excuses are mostly health or work-related (most German students work on the side). The Japanese students tend to send course-related emails only, although they might occasionally send an excuse related to death in the family or an extra-curricular or job hunting activity preventing them from attending a class. As for the Saudi students, once they have become familiar enough with the faculty, they continue sending personal emails that have nothing to do
with the academic setting: they may, for instance, include the faculty in their mailing lists and send them all sorts of images, taboo jokes, quotes of the day, and the like.

**Implications for teaching computer-assisted communication**

Generally speaking, improvement of student email writing skills regarding such parameters as politeness, level of directness, content guidelines, etc. is achievable, provided that explicit instruction is offered in class (including tutorials, exercises, tests, and exam questions), followed by the observance of all the guidelines introduced in the ensuing email interaction. Specifically, when, for instance, a student fails to identify himself/herself, the reply from their instructor could be: *Who are you? Which course and section are you in?*, thus prompting compliance with the rules of e-communication.

Moreover, it is important to point out the importance of not only grammatical competence in L2 (L3, etc.), but also that of cultural and pragmatic competence components. This implies following socio-pragmatic rules of a given language, embedded in a broader cultural context, and including politeness and application (or avoidance) of certain speech acts.

Additionally, clear netiquette rules for student–faculty interaction in the academic setting should be established, with students having to face some kind consequences of their inappropriate email behaviour. This could be in the form of non-response (even in ‘urgent’ cases) to an ‘inappropriate’ email on the part of the instructor; anonymous mentioning in class; specific comment provided to a given student in face-to-face interaction; or perhaps it could even bear some impact on the overall course grade.

Additionally, more and more students prefer to receive at least part of their higher education in English-speaking countries (c.f. Zhu, 2012, referring to Chinese students). Yet, the deficiencies concerning the target language choices of polite requestive and other strategies might lead to inappropriate communication with native English speakers. As Taguchi (2012) points out, while the teaching of pragmatic competence has gained greater attention as pragmatics in the communicative competence models has begun to gain explicit attention, teaching of socio-pragmatic competence has obviously not gained enough attention (c.f. Zhu, 2012; Economomidou-Kogetsidis, 2011). Therefore, teaching of pragmatic competence should be performed in the EFL/formal classroom settings. Following Economomidou-Kogetsidis’ (2008) suggestions, textbook materials that emphasise the pragmatic aspects like lexical choices for making polite speech acts should be designed and developed in EFL/ESL settings. Iwasaki (2008) also suggests that making email a mandatory part of English class coursework would ensure that students become familiar with the Internet community tools for education. Practice of email writing can also enhance learners’ confidence and speaking skills in L2 situations (c.f. Kim & Keller, 2008). As research has shown, participating in academic email exchange can foster student empowerment and learner autonomy, which promotes student interest and motivation in the target language (Hui-Fang, 2005).

Moreover, as Gonglewski, Meloni and Brant (2001) point out, the English learners of lower proficiency may also profit from the academic email exchanges, learning, for instance, to set a topic, make a comment or ask a question in the same way they would have to negotiate spoken communication.

Additionally, email is a safe medium for asynchronous ‘conversation’, whereby less confident learners do not have to worry about having to perform in front of the others and on the spot. This also constitutes an important aspect for Japanese English language learners. Since an email exchange can be kept private, they do not have the pressure of speaking
in front of their peers, which can be a daunting experience if a learner acknowledges his or her own overall proficiency. Integrating email technology into a language course further encourages learner autonomy, which is one of the first and most important steps to language acquisition (c.f. Sabieh, 2002). As Sheer and Fung (2007) argue, email has also become a social outlet that can strengthen the teacher-student bond. A professor may use email to develop good relationships with students by engaging in social topics such as hobbies and interests, discussing extra-curricular activities, or disclosing personal problems.

Further implications for modern business workforce are pointed out by Balotsky and Christensen (2004). The authors propose the development of teaching pedagogy that better reflects the skills required for success in the 21st-century business environment. They argue that educational institutions should provide both traditional and IT-mediated alternatives, mainly because of workplace demands that call for students’ proficiency in the use of the enabling technologies.

One of the technological solutions is to place the email guidelines for students on the university website and on the Intranet and make sure that administration and faculty draw students’ attention to these and execute compliance with the email etiquette, making it part of the university policy.

An example is provided by Curtin University of Western Australia. Their email etiquette includes numerous points under such headings as common courtesies, keeping out of trouble, signatures, email subjects, constructing good email messages, attaching files, and some others (c.f. http://www.ctcs.uconn.edu/ecemail_etiquette.pdf).

Weiss and Hanson-Baldauf (2008) propose, based on survey responses from students and faculty, improving email communication with students and alleviating frustration by allocating time at the beginning of each semester to setting clear expectations and guidelines for email use. Topics to address should include apprehension about using email, appropriate use of email communication, hours during which faculty will respond to email, formality of the communication, grammar standards for the messages, information necessary to include in messages, ways faculty prefer to be addressed and to address students in return, expectations of responsiveness, and appropriate subject lines.

**Conclusion and future outlook**

As seen from the frequency statistics, the impolite acts constitute the majority of acts in the whole corpus. This shows that students require instruction in email writing that is academic domain congruent. The Saudi subjects excelled both in polite and impolite emails. They also used the highest number of varied illocutionary acts altogether. The lack of pragmatic competence was determined in all three groups of students, independent of the proficiency level and seniority; whereby course instruction in email writing and its netiquette has a clear positive effect on student–faculty interaction in terms of appropriateness and the level of politeness.

The results of the present study show that students appear not to be aware of the role their email messages play in creating their professors’ impressions about them, which may result in a bias based on one’s emailing style. Students often become over-familiar with the academic staff and use a variety of illocutionary acts, uncommon in face-to-face encounters. They frequently do not consider adjusting their email style to the academic domain, addressing their professors the same way they do their friends.

It has been noted that students resort to performance of a variety of speech acts with
numerous (mostly impository) illocutionary functions, not paying much attention to the negative perlocutionary effect of their messages on the reader, often caused by a high degree of imposition, distraction and/or irritation. The intentions that at first seem inappropriate and offending (e.g., an urgent demand or a requestive tone), often arise due to cultural differences, negative pragmatic transfer, and insufficient command of written English. In most cases, they can, however, be ultimately clarified in direct face-to-face communication.

All in all, it becomes apparent that students require formal instruction in email writing as well as specific guidelines as to how to formulate their messages in a formal academic setting. Clearly those students who have attended English writing courses and received specific class instruction regarding netiquette and formal email ‘dos and don’ts’ perform better and manage to significantly improve their computer-mediated communication.

Since the study sample was limited to the corpus of emails addressed mainly to the author (with the exception of some Japanese emails), the results should not be applied to all university students. For obvious reasons, many factors, including the culture, type of university, student–faculty relation, subject matter, etc. may influence the way email communication is constructed and employed.

One of the future goals it to obtain impartial anonymous data from a number of faculty members across more comparable academic settings and cultures, with the corpus being more quantifiable and statistically analysable, across a smaller number of precisely defined categories. Secondly, I wish to devote some attention to specific guidelines for student–faculty interaction, based on the new study results, making reference to materials on how to teach email writing and develop tasks facilitating the learning process.

Further questions to be addressed include the changing position of the teacher or language educator and its impact on out of class communication. Are methods or approaches to teaching and learning in the classroom reflected in the style and formality of English usage in e-communication?

Specifically, an analysis could be carried out on what the traditional positions are of the teacher in Japan and other countries and what practices undermine or contradict these beliefs. A distinction can then be drawn between changing notions of the learner and the teacher and acceptable communication amongst these positions. Moreover, since there is often no established place for teaching language register required for email communication in university curricula, a future study could deal with course focuses and methods (including blended and online learning) that are geared towards e-communication.
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Appendix A

Illocutionary acts and functions in Saudi, German, and Japanese emails

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illocutionary act</th>
<th>Illocutionary function/politeness</th>
<th>In Saudi emails</th>
<th>In German emails</th>
<th>In Japanese emails</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assertives</td>
<td>Collaborative neutral politeness, except for boasting (impolite)</td>
<td>Complaining Attaching</td>
<td>Informing Getting in touch</td>
<td>(Re)submitting Asking, announcing, reporting Expressing difficulty Worrying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directives / impositives</td>
<td>Competitive negative politeness discourteous goal, invitations (intrinsically polite)</td>
<td>Demanding Pleading Enquiring Reminding Begging for forgiveness</td>
<td>Asking Enquiring Reminding</td>
<td>Asking Enquiring Expressing non-compliance with course requirements Seeking advice Making sure that late/extra assignments are read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissives – commitment to some future action</td>
<td>Convivial intrinsically polite, positive politeness, courteous goal</td>
<td>Committing oneself to future action Vowing Offering to do something Thanking Inviting socially Offering an excuse</td>
<td>Committing oneself to future action Thanking Offering an excuse</td>
<td>Thanking Offering an excuse Promising Vowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressives – making known S’s psychological attitude</td>
<td>Convivial, intrinsically polite, positive politeness, courteous goal</td>
<td>Apologising Appreciating Praising Expressing satisfaction Expressing concern Expressing panic, self-doubt Worrying Missing</td>
<td>Apologising</td>
<td>Apologising Appreciating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressives</td>
<td>Conflicitive, intrinsically impolite, discourteous goal – to cause offence</td>
<td>Complaining about the final results grades Accusing</td>
<td>Complaining</td>
<td>Complaining</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>